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July 28, 2015
The Honorable Loretta Lynch
United States Attorney General
United States Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20530
Re:

Prosecutions for Illegal Entry (8 U.S.C. § 1325) & Illegal Reentry
(8 U.S.C. § 1326)

Dear General Lynch:
Many congratulations on your recent confirmation. The Constitution Project (TCP)
looks forward to working with you and your staff on a number of our priorities. As
you may know, TCP is a nonpartisan organization that promotes and defends
constitutional safeguards. TCP undertakes original research; issues reports,
statements, and policy briefs; files amicus briefs; testifies before Congress; and
holds regular briefings with legislative staff and policymakers. Our work – which
is driven by bipartisan committees of experts who craft consensus solutions to the
issues we address – includes reforming the nation’s broken criminal justice system
and strengthening access to justice.
I write to express TCP’s deep concern with the ongoing federal criminal
prosecutions for illegal entry and reentry under 8 U.S.C. § 1325 and 8 U.S.C. §
1326, which have amounted to over half of federal criminal convictions this year.1
As TCP engages with policymakers and leaders on the left and right to push for
criminal justice reform and a reduction in mass incarceration and overcriminalization, we are troubled by the rate at which prosecutions for illegal entry
and reentry, under a program known as Operation Streamline, have skyrocketed.
TCP is particularly alarmed by the lack of due process and effective assistance of
counsel provided to defendants under Operation Streamline. The program, which
completes a criminal case with incarceration and deportation consequences in
under two days, 2 has been compared to a “conveyer belt” system of justice rather
than a real courtroom.3
Under Operation Streamline, defendants are detained for one to 14 days before
appearing in court for the first time and are usually unrepresented until the day of
their hearing. Just hours before their appearance, defendants will meet with defense
attorneys for three to 30 minutes, during which the attorney quickly presents the
government’s plea deal4 and urges the defendant to sign for his or her deportation
and plead guilty.5
Due to the rapid processing system, defense attorneys have little to no time for
consultation or investigation regarding the charges, to file a pretrial motion to
suppress evidence or statements due to constitutional violations, or to discuss the
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consequences of the conviction and potential avenues for relief, according to a federal public defender
who testified before a congressional committee after Operation Streamline started in Tucson, Arizona.6
Potential defenses — such as being a juvenile, mental illness, or eligibility for citizenship or asylum —
slip through the cracks.7 Hearings are then conducted en masse, with courts addressing up to 80
defendants at a time and only nominally individualizing plea agreements.8 These hearings – which often
combine the initial appearance, arraignment, plea, and sentencing – sometimes take as little as 25
seconds per defendant.9
Policymakers are increasingly emphasizing the need for criminal justice reform to save taxpayer dollars.
In light of this fiscal austerity, mass prosecutions for illegal entry and reentry overwhelm federal courts
along the Southwest border,10 leading even judges and prosecutors to speak out against the program’s
use of resources and question its efficacy. 11 Indeed, the program has had to take a number of troubling
shortcuts because it has expanded so rapidly. For example, in many jurisdictions, Border Patrol attorneys
have been deputized as special assistant U.S. Attorneys to prosecute cases, raising prosecutorialindependence concerns.12 In Tucson, the federal public defender’s office can only afford to send a
representative to the court once a week, leaving a panel of private lawyers paid over $100 per hour by
the government to manage the remaining cases.13
The right to effective representation by counsel is a fundamental principle in our criminal justice system.
TCP has been working for years on the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, through the reports and
policy recommendations of our blue-ribbon National Right to Counsel Committee, comprised of former
judges, prosecutors, defenders, scholars, and others with firsthand experience in the system. In light of
the Committee’s recommendations, TCP believes that prosecutions for illegal entry and reentry under
Operation Streamline are profoundly troubling. Overloaded dockets of Streamline defense attorneys, in
conjunction with the mass plea agreements and rushed proceedings, undermine due process and fairness
in our criminal justice system. We urge you to reconsider the rapid rate at which the Department of
Justice is prosecuting these cases.
We are happy to discuss our concerns in more detail with you or your staff. Please contact Madhu
Grewal, Senior Counsel, at (202) 580-6939 or mgrewal@constitutionproject.org with any questions.

Sincerely,

Virginia Sloan
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